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How Chiamydomonas Keeps Track of the Light Once It Has Reached the
Right Phototactic Orientation
Klaus Schaller, Ruth David, and Rainer Uhl
Abteilung Physikalische Biologie der Ludwig Maximilians Universitat, D-80638 Munchen, Germany
ABSTRACT By using a real-time assay that allows measurement of the phototactic orientation of the unicellular alga
Chlamydomonas with millisecond time resolution, it can be shown that single photons not only induce transient direction
changes but that fluence rates as low as 1 photon cell-1 s-1 can already lead to a persistent orientation. Orientation is a
binary variable, i.e., in a partially oriented population some organisms are fully oriented while the rest are still at random.
Action spectra reveal that the response to a pulsed stimulus follows the Dartnall-nomogram for a rhodopsin while the
response to a persistent stimulus falls off more rapidly toward the red end of the spectrum. Thus light of 540 nm, for which
ch/amy-rhodopsin is equally sensitive as for 440-nm light, induces no measurable persistent orientation while 440-nm light
does. A model is presented which explains not only this behavior, but also how Chlamydomonas can track the light direction
and switches between a positive and negative phototaxis. According to the model the ability to detect the direction of light,
to make the right turn and to stay oriented, is a direct consequence of the helical path of the organism, the orientation of its
eyespot relative to the helix-axis, and the special shielding properties of eyespot and cell body. The model places particular
emphasis on the fact that prolonged swimming into the correct direction not only requires making a correct turn initially, but
also avoiding further turns once the right direction has been reached.
INTRODUCTION
Phototaxis means orientation parallel to the ambient light
and movement toward (positive phototaxis) or away from
(negative phototaxis) the light source (Pfeffer, 1904; Buder,
1917). To achieve this goal the organism has been assumed
to possess the ability to determine the light direction and,
using some sort of internal signal processing (Foster and
Smyth, 1980), to evaluate intensity data and adjust its ori-
entation accordingly (Pfeffer, 1904; Buder, 1917; Feinleib,
1975; Foster and Smyth, 1980; Smyth et al., 1988; Ruffer
and Nultsch, 1991; Witman, 1993).
During forward-swimming, Chlamydomonas uses its two
flagella in a breaststroke-style fashion (Foster and Smyth,
1980; Ruffer and Nultsch, 1985, 1991). However, instead of
swimming on straight lines, the alga rotates counterclock-
wise around its longitudinal axis and thus pursues a helical
path (Buder, 1917; Ruffer and Nultsch, 1985; Witman,
1993). In the course of the body rotation the photoreceptor
molecules in the eyespot perceive a sinusoidally modulated
light intensity. Modulation decreases when the "right orien-
tation" is approached and vanishes when tracking- and
light-direction coincide (Foster and Smyth, 1980). This has
been assumed to constitute a "tracking signal" that steers the
cells into the right direction; i.e., the cells are thought to
determine this amplitude and to pursue a turning action until
the modulation has vanished. This model, however, does
not allow distinguishing between a swimming direction
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toward or away from the light and does not explain how the
switch between positive and negative phototaxis is brought
about. The following communication addresses this prob-
lem and proposes a solution.
By using a novel assay that allows measurement of pho-
totactic orientation with high precision and millisecond time
resolution (Schaller et al., unpublished observations) we
have monitored both the orientation process and the persis-
tence of a once-achieved orientation under conditions where
only one or a few photons are absorbed per cell and second.
We found a different wavelength dependence for the two
processes, similarly to what has been noted before by
Nultsch et al. (1971), Foster et al. (1984), Foster and Smyth
(1980), and ourselves (Uhl and Hegemann, 1990 a,b), i.e.,
measurements that probe the phototactic migration yield an
action spectrum which falls off much more rapidly toward
the red than measurements that probe the actual orientation
process, i.e., direction changes. As Foster and Smyth (1980)
have pointed out, using threshold action spectra can reduce
the difference between the two diverging results, but they
give no specific explanation for what could be responsible
for this behavior in the given case. We have therefore
studied the discrepancy in detail under conditions where
both the orientation process and the process of being and
staying oriented can be registered simultaneously, and this
has led us to extend existing models of phototaxis. Our new
model provides an explanation for the above discrepancy, it
explains how orientation can be achieved with short flashes
of light (Feinleib, 1975) or even, as an all-or-nothing event,
by single photons (see below) and it offers an explanation
for the observation that orientation may be reached with a
time course too rapid to make use of a modulated intensity
signal: 250 ms after the onset of orientation, i.e., after 1/2
rotation period, half-maximal orientation is already achieved.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
C. reinhardtii strain 806 mt- cells were grown on agar plates for 5 days
and differentiated overnight in nitrogen-free liquid minimal medium
(NMM: 80 AM MgSO4, 100 p.M CaCl2, 3.1 mM K2HPO4, 3.4 mM
KH2PO4, pH = 6.8 plus trace elements) at a cell concentration of 7 X 106
cells/ml as previously described (Hegemann et al., 1988). The phototacti-
cally most active cells were photoselected and dark-adapted (Uhl and
Hegemann, 1990a,b) under optimal aeration for at least another hour in a
phosphate buffer containing 3.1 mM K2HPO4, 3.4 mM KH2PO4, 100 ,uM
CaCl2, and 80 ,uM MgSO4 adjusted to pH 6.8. Before the experiment, cells
were diluted to 106 cells/ml and placed in a cuvette. Fresh aliquots were
taken for every set of exposures. Strain 806 mt-, which exhibits only
negative phototaxis (Hegemann et al., 1988), was chosen in order to assure
that only a single orientation response was obtained under all conditions,
thus simplifying the interpretation considerably.
The optical set-up, which has been described in detail elsewhere
(Schaller et al., unpublished observations) is schematically depicted in Fig.
1 a and in detail in Fig. 1 b. Parallel monitoring light of 880 nm was
scattered by the cells in the cuvette and the scattered light was collected by
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FIGURE 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the optical set-up for the deter-
mination of orientation. (b) Detailed plan of the optical set-up. "L" are
lenses, "A" an aperture stop, "BS" beam-splitters, "Cu" the cuvette, "LS"
a lens combination, and "Det" the detector ring. The possible illumination
schemes are numbered from 1 to 5.
a lens-combination. In the focal plane of the lens-combination, 12 detectors
(Siemens SFH 2030-F) were arranged on a circle, measuring light scattered
at a constant scattering angle "V' and on this circle like the ciphers on a
clock, corresponding to a variable scattering angle "9". Maximal signals,
reflecting the transition of the population from an unoriented to an oriented
state, were obtained at ei = 160 and an angle "S" corresponding to the 3
o'clock position.
The continuous actinic light had a bandwidth of 22 nm and the pulsed
actinic light was derived from a commercial photo-flash of 1 ms duration
(Metz Meccablitz, Germany). Both actinic light sources could be coupled
into the system by means of a quartz fiber (Fig. 1 b) such that they either
originated from within the detector circle (1), faced the detector circle (2 or
3), or came from one or the other side of it (4 or 5).
Photocurrents were converted into voltages using current-to-voltage
converters with a feedback resistor of 10 MfQ. Their output was fed into
logarithmic amplifiers (Uhl et al., 1987) and subsequently sampled by an
ITC- 16 (Instrutech) AID-converter, controlled by a power Macintosh com-
puter (Apple) and the IGOR-Xops, provided by R. Bookman.
Motion analysis was carried out under the microscope, using a lOX
objective, a commercially available CCD-video camera, and the program
BIOTRACK (Dr. K. Vogel, Germany). Absolute photon exposures were
determined using a calibrated, large-area photodiode (S 1337-BQ,
Hamamatsu).
The position of the eyespot relative to the helical path of the organism
was determined in an upright microscope, using a 63X water immersion
objective (Zeiss Achroplan water 63x, NA 0.90). Cells were placed in a
chamber which had a coverslip as bottom and was open on top. The
monitoring beam (880 nm) was produced by a light-emitting diode (Hitachi
HLP 40). It illuminated the cells from below. The orienting actinic light
was delivered from one side, using the fiber cw-delivery system described
elsewhere (Schaller et al., unpublished observations), and the flash was
applied from a position in the same plane, i.e., perpendicular to the optical
axis of the microscope and 135° away from the cw-light source. In both
cases the light was collimated using appropriate lenses.
A slow scan CCD-camera (Theta, Grobenzell, Germany) was placed in
the image plane. Its frame transfer structure allows it to acquire two
subsequent images spaced only 0.2 ms apart (Messler et al., 1996). One
image was recorded with several hundred milliseconds exposure time. It
was meant to produce continuous helical traces of as many as possible algal
cells. Due to the high magnification, however, only a tiny fraction of the
cells produced a clearly visible helical trace within the narrow depth of
field. A second image was taken shortly after the first one, and during its
exposure a flash of orange light was applied. A fraction of the cells that had
produced a helical trace in one plane also produced a measurable reflex,
and since the two images were taken so shortly after each other, the
position of the reflex could be identified relative to the helical path.
To test the effectiveness of actinic light of varying wavelength and
angle of incidence with respect to its ability to induce stop-responses,
single cells were sucked into a pipette and held in the specimen plane of the
confocal microscope (Schaller et al., 1997). By repeated sucking and
release action the organism could be oriented such that the eyespot directly
faced one objective. This 0° position, which was considered confirmed
when maximal reflexes were seen, [for details see Schaller et al. (1997)],
served as a reference point from which, by rotating the pipette, various
defined angles of incidence could be reached. Flashes of monochromatic
light were then applied through the microscope optics and the frequency of
stop-responses was determined from video recordings. The undulation
movement of the two flagella, which sets in -30 ms after the flash, could
thus be identified easily.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measuring orientation of an organism exhibiting
optical anisotropy
Optically homogeneous spherical objects exhibit spherical
scattering symmetry (Hecht, 1974). A deviation from per-
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fect spherical appearance or a nonsymmetrical mass distri-
bution within the object renders the scattering profile asym-
metrical. However, a population of such scatterers produces
a symmetrical scattering profile when numerous scatterers
of random orientation are allowed to contribute to the mea-
surement. Only in an oriented population the asymmetrical
scattering profile of the individual scattering object be-
comes apparent. As a consequence, the transition from a
random to an ordered population of an inhomogeneous
scattering object causes a transition from a symmetrical to
an asymmetrical scattering profile, and this transition can be
used to monitor time course and extent of the orientation of
an inhomogeneous scatterer. As we have demonstrated else-
where, Chlamydomonas is such an inhomogeneous scatterer
(Schaller et al., unpublished observations).
Fig. 2 shows kinetic traces of the orientation process in
continuous light of 488 nm. When the photon flux density
was increased from 2 x 1015 photons m-2 s-I to 2 x 1018
photons m-2 S-, the signals grew bigger and became
faster. Both slope and final amplitude as a function of
irradiance are best described by the equation (Naka and
Rushton, 1966).
A = AXl /const. + 1"
The exponent n is 1.3, i.e., relatively close to one.
The irradiance required for a half-maximal response was
5 X 1015 photons m-2 S-1 when light of 488 nm was used.
Given that there are -22,000-30,000 rhodopsins per cell
(Foster and Smyth, 1980; Uhl and Hegemann, 1990b; Beck-
mann and Hegemann, 1991; Deininger et al., 1995), that
their absorption cross-section "E' is close to that of other
rhodopsins, i.e., 1.5 X 10-20 m2 (Foster et al., 1984; Smyth
et al., 1988; Uhl and Hegemann, 1990b) and that their
photochemical quantum efficiency is -0.66 (Foster et al.,
1984; Smyth et al., 1988), one rhodopsin is photoisomerized
per cell and second under these conditions. A statistical
examination on the basis of electrophysiological measure-
ments of the photoreceptor current (Beck, 1996) comes to
the same conclusion, namely that at 5 X 1015 photons m-2
s the cells are dealing with individual photon absorption
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FIGURE 2 Time course of the orientation process measured at 10 dif-
ferent irradiances (3 o'clock detector, wavelength of the actinic light: 500
nm). The irradiances were, from top to bottom: 1.7 X 10i4, 6.3 X 1014, 1 X
i0'5, 1.7 x iO'5, 3.2 x 1015, 6.3 X 1015, 1 X 1016, 1.7 X 1016, 3.2 x 1016,
events. The nearly linear increase in signal amplitude with
increasing irradiance must therefore arise from an increased
number of cells that have "seen" a single photon and that the
absorption of two photons does not lead to a significantly
better orientation. This conclusion, which may not be ob-
vious at first sight, is a direct consequence of the quantal
nature of light: since the absorption of single photons is an
all-or-nothing event, a population response, whose extent is
graded with photon exposure under conditions where, on
average, only single photons are absorbed, must reflect an
increased fraction of cells contributing to the population
response (Uhl and Hegemann, 1990b). To test the assump-
tion that two absorbed photons do not produce a much better
orientation than one, we have examined the orientation
process of single cells under the microscope. Fig. 3 a shows
microscopic traces of cells in a randomly oriented popula-
tion and a statistical analysis of their orientation, whereas
Fig. 3 b shows the same for oriented cells. The broadness of
the angular distribution of swimming directions in darkness
and at three different irradiances is shown in Fig. 3 c. The
better overall orientation at higher irradiances does not
mean that the individual cells were oriented better, it merely
means that a larger fraction of the cells was oriented. All
oriented cells, however, appeared to have the same degree
of orientation (Fig. 3 d). This lends further support to the
notion that the orientation process is a binary statistical
event, which can be evoked by the absorption of single
photons.
Phototactic action spectrum in continuous light
The identification of Chlamy-rhodopsin as the sole photo-
receptor in Chlamydomonas rests mostly on action spectros-
copy (Foster and Smyth, 1980; Uhl and Hegemann, 1990b;
Harz and Hegemann, 1991; Kroger and Hegemann, 1994).
However, while it appears to be proven beyond doubt that
the photoreceptor of the stop response is a rhodopsin with
an absorbance maximum -490 nm (Harz and Hegemann et
al., 1991; Zacks et al., 1993), there is still no definite proof
that the photoreceptor responsible for phototaxis is the
same. We have therefore tried to measure an action spec-
trum for the degree of orientation achieved using very dim
stimuli of continuous light. Fig. 4 depicts stimulus response
curves for the degree of orientation as determined by light
scattering experiments. In Fig. 4 a actinic light of 488 nm
and below was used, whereas in Fig. 4 b actinic light of 488
nm and above was applied. The light titrations in Fig. 4 a
yielded the expected results, i.e., the curves were parallel-
shifted and their sensitivity was highest at 488 nm and
decreased with decreasing wavelength. From these data one
could construct the low-wavelength tail of an action spec-
trum in complete agreement with the Dartnall-nomogram
for a rhodopsin (Dartnall, 1972). The stimulus response
curves in Fig. 4 b, however, acquired at wavelengths >490
nm, exhibited a totally different behavior. Not only were the
6.3 X 1016 photons m-2 s'1.
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FIGURE 3 (a) Swimming traces of
unoriented cells and their angular ori-
entation profile. The latter was deter-
mined from the number of partial
traces (duration of 150 ms) that had a
particular direction. The directional
bin width was ± 13.8°. (b) Swimming
traces of oriented cells and their an-
gular orientation profile. Bin width
± 12°. (c) Angular profile of the frac-
tional degree of orientation of single
cells at four different irradiances. The
"fractional degree of orientation is
defined as the fraction of cells being
oriented at given angle ± 20. The
solid line is a Gaussian fit. (d) Super-
imposed angular profile (Gaussian
fit) of the fractional orientation,
showing that the half-width is rela-
tively independent of the irradiance.
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wavelength was shifted toward the yellow part of the spec-
trum. Light of 530 nm, which should have the same effi-
ciency to excite rhodopsin as 450-nm light, had a greatly
reduced efficiency with respect to the orientation process,
and 550 nm yielded hardly any orientation at all. This
cannot be accounted for by photochromic effects, since
under conditions where only single photons were absorbed
per cell and second, a photolysed rhodopsin will, on aver-
age, have to wait five hours before it "sees" another photon.
Parallel experiments performed on single cells under the
-i",
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FIGURE 4 Light-titration of the degree of orientation induced by con-
tinuous light of wavelengths between (a) 400 and 488 nm and between (b)
488 and 550 nm. The arrow marks the photon flux at which 1 photon is
absorbed per cell and second at 488 nm, i.e., 5 X 1015 photons m-2 s-1.
microscope showed that there was still some orientation in
yellow light, but that the angular distribution became progres-
sively broader with increasing wavelength (data not shown).
The above data make it very difficult to construct a
meaningful action spectrum above 520 nm. Even though
action spectra should always be constructed from threshold
experiments, a fact that has been stressed repeatedly by
Foster and colleagues [Foster et al. (1984); Smyth et al.
(1988)], one wonders how threshold data have been ob-
tained above 530 nm by these authors given the low degree
of orientation attained with yellow light, no matter how dim.
Our results are reminiscent of the action spectrum of
Nultsch et al. (1971), which exhibits a sharp decline in sensi-
tivity above 500 nm and hardly any sensitivity above 540 nm.
It was derived from migration distance data. Clearly, when
there is no persistent orientation, as indicated by the present
study, there cannot be a net movement in one direction.
Phototactic action spectrum under pulsed
light conditions
The first step in phototaxis is a light-induced direction
change (Pfeffer, 1904; Buder, 1917). In a previous study
based on light-scattering transients obtained from an unori-
ented population, we have proposed that direction changes
can be induced by single photons (Uhl and Hegemann,
1990a,b). At that time we did not understand the physical
background of the signals, which we now do. Moreover, by
preorienting the population, much larger signals can now be
obtained. They reflect light-induced disturbances of an ex-
isting orientation. A dim flash of green light (2 X 1016
photons m-2) was applied perpendicularly to the orienting
light. It led to a transient disturbance of the equilibrium
orientation which manifested itself as transient light-scat-
tering intensity change. The periodicity seen in the flash-
induced traces had a frequency of -2 Hz, very close to the
rotational frequency of the helical movement (Foster and
Smyth, 1980; Ruffer and Nultsch, 1985). This "tumbling-
response" can also be evoked by the absorption of single
photons.
We have determined an action spectrum for such single
photon-induced disturbances using a pulsed light source and
an "equal response" approach. To make sure that the wave-
length dependence of the shading due to eyespot apparatus
and the other cell pigments did not perturb the measure-
ment; the measurement was performed under conditions
where the photoreceptors assumed a constant angle with
respect to the actinic light, i.e., cells were oriented such that
they swam directly toward the flash. With these precautions
taken, dim flashes, i.e., photon exposures that produced
only one or a few photoisomerizations per cell, produced
small characteristic signals which exhibited an identical
shape at all wavelengths and differed only in their sensitiv-
ity (the reciprocal of the exposure required for a given
response reflects the sensitivity of the system at a given
wavelength). An action spectrum constructed this way (Fig.
5) exhibits the expected rhodopsin shape and fits the Dart-
nall nomogram. So from these data there is no evidence for
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FIGURE 5 Action spectrum of flash-induced transient orientation
changes compared with the Dartnall nomogram. Sensitivity was defined as
the inverse of the exposure required for a given, above-threshold transient
response. The five symbols correspond to five different experiments that
were carried out on different days. Cells were oriented by green light (500
nm, 1 X 1016 photons m-2 s-1) which faced the detector ring and the
perturbing flash was applied from the opposite direction.
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the involvement of any other photoreceptor in the onset of
phototactic orientation. The discrepancy with respect to the
orientation in continuous light, however, remains to be
elucidated and we feel that it is a key issue for the under-
standing of phototaxis.
On the geometry of the helical path and its
significance for oriented swimming
To aid the following discussion we want to recapitulate
some basic features of the helical swimming of Chlamydo-
monas: Chlamydomonas uses its two flagella in a breast-
stroke-like fashion (Ruffer and Nultsch, 1985). A different
beat efficiency of the two flagella (Ruffer and Nultsch,
1985) would not explain why the organism swims on a
helical path, it would only make it swim in circles. There is,
however, an additional rotation around the longitudinal cell
axis, which turns the circular movement into a helical one.
While the reasons for this cell rotation are not yet clear
(Ruffer and Nultsch, 1985, propose an out-of-plane compo-
nent of the beat), it is known that this rotation is counter-
clockwise, and determines the handedness of the resulting
helix. Another logical consequence of the asymmetrical
beating pattern leading to a helical movement is that the two
flagella are always radially oriented with the dominating
flagellum pointing to the outside.
Single absorbed photons can cause a reorientation of a
cell population. Since for an oriented cell any further turn is
detrimental, it needs to keep its photoreceptors protected
from any further photon absorption once it is oriented.
Consequently, the oriented state must be a state of minimal
photon absorption probability if it is to constitute a stable
equilibrium state. Imagine-in analogy to an energy hyper-
surface in physics-a "photonabsorption hypersurface"
which describes the probability of photon capture as a
function of the two angular orientations e and cp relative to
the direction of light (Fig. 6 a). This photonabsorption hy-
persurface must assume a minimum when tracking direction
and light direction coincide. If this state has been reached,
the signal that tells the organism not to turn anymore is not
the now-reached constancy of perceived light intensity,
which needs to be interpreted by the organism, but it is the
absence of an internal, light-induced signal.
As we have stated previously, both flagella are always
radially oriented with respect to the helical axis. This means
that while they assume a constant angle e relative to the
helix axis, their angle p precedes around it, assuming angles
between 0 and 3600. This holds for any point on the surface
of the organism, including the eyespot located close to the
equator of the cell. If it were located within the beating
plane of the two flagella, the "viewing direction" of the
eyespot and the light would form a right angle for cells
swimming toward or away from the light. So while under
these conditions the modulation of the perceived intensity
would vanish for an oriented cell, it would neither be
minimal, nor would it allow the organism to determine
a
b
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trans-flagellum cis-flagellum
FIGURE 6 (a) Definition of the two angles e and sp which describe the
viewing direction (directivity) of the eyespot relative to the direction of
light. (b) Viewing the helical swimming path of a trans- respectively
cis-dominated alga, moving directly toward the observer. A dark shaded
eyespot means that it can be directly viewed by the observer, while a lightly
shaded eyespot means that there is the cell body between eyespot and
observer.
whether it was swimming toward or away from the light.
The probability of photon capture would only be attenuated
by a factor of two for unpolarized light compared to the
fully exposed orientation, and consequently the chance of
further direction changes would be high. Following this line
of reasoning it now makes sense why evolution has placed
the eyespot -45° outside of the beating plane. A direct
consequence of this "geometrical trick" is that a cell swim-
ming parallel to the light direction, i.e., for which tracking-
and light-direction coincide, still perceives a constant light
intensity over a helical period. However, four possible con-
figurations need to be distinguished now as demonstrated in
1 567Schaller et al.
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Fig. 6 b: the cell may swim toward or away from the
observer, and either the cis- or trans-flagellum may be
dominating. In all four cases the orientation of the eyespot
relative to the helical axis is invariant, but due to the 450
between eyespot and beating plane two possible orientations
of the eyespot relative to the swimming direction exist,
depending on whether the cis- or the trans-flagellum beats
stronger. If trans dominates, light originating from the po-
sition of the observer can always reach the photoreceptors
directly, while light coming from the opposite site has to
pass through part of the cell and the interference reflector
before it strikes the photoreceptor molecules. On this pas-
sage the light intensity gets attenuated to a variable degree,
as we know from microspectrophotometric measurements
(Schaller et al., 1997a). The "directivity" of the eyespot
therefore attains a forward or backward component, expos-
ing, respectively protecting it from the light. Since only
shielded photoreceptors guarantee that the right orientation
is a stable equilibrium position, this state of minimal, con-
stant probability of photon capture must be assumed when
the cells are oriented. So negatively phototactic algae must
swim with a forward raked eyespot, i.e., with a dominant
trans-flagellum. This immediately explains the poor orien-
tation achieved with yellow light: even though the eyespot
is raked forward, i.e., away from the light, the poor shield-
ing provided by cell body and eyespot (Schaller et al.,
1997a) makes the probability of photon capture only
slightly reduced when the cell is oriented. In fact, we can
even rationalize the observation that the slight orientation
achieved with 1.5 X 1016 photons m-2 s- 1 disappears again
at higher photon flux densities, If, due to poor shielding, the
stimulus/response curve for orienting direction changes in
organisms with maximally exposed photoreceptors is only
slightly shifted to the left compared to the stimulus/response
curve for disorienting direction changes in organisms which
swim away from the light, the chance to maintain the right
orientation is the difference between the chances for orien-
tation and disorientation. It is bound to assume a maximum
between the two half-points of the respective stimulus/
response curves. This is the case as can be judged from the
action spectrum measured under pulsed light conditions
where at 550 nm half-maximal signal amplitudes require
1.5 X 1016 photons m-2 s-1. Moreover, as the height of this
maximum should get smaller the closer the two curves
approach each other, i.e., the lower the contrast, the results
in Fig. 4 b would indicate that at 550 nm the contrast ratio
must be < 1.5. This prediction is also met, as will be shown
below.
negative phototaxis (Uhl and Hegemann, 1990a), was ori-
ented using blue continuous light. A "disturbing flash" of
various wavelengths was then applied from three different
directions (Fig. 7 a) and the threshold sensitivity, i.e., the
exposure at which a measurable turning action became
manifest, was determined. The resulting sensitivity curves
(Fig. 7 b) were normalized with respect to the action spec-
trum (Fig. 6 b). Light originating from the direction into
which the algae were swimming was found to be much
more effective than light coming from the opposite direc-
tion. The difference was maximal in the blue and declined
toward the red. Light coming from the side, on the other
hand, was similarly effective as light coming from the front
direction, with a distinct relative sensitivity maximum
around 550 nm, the peak of reflectivity of the interference
reflection. The fact that the "contrast ratio," i.e., the sensi-
tivity for head-on and for back-illumination, is only 4 in the
blue, i.e., lower than what the microspectrophotometric
absorbance measurements have indicated (Schaller et al.,
1997a), is not surprising: not all cells of the population are
perfectly oriented, and the "unoriented" fraction of the
population is not as well protected from head-on photons as
a
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Measuring the degree of protection for a
population of oriented cells
To test the validity of the above prepositions we first wanted
to demonstrate directly that oriented cells protect their pho-
toreceptors from the orienting. A population of strain 806,
which, under ordinary light conditions shows exclusively
FIGURE 7 (a) Three excitation configurations for an actinic flash
m disturbing the orientation of an oriented population. Cells were
preoriented with 500 nm light (1 X 1016 photons m-2 s-') and
flashed with wavelengths between 425 and 575 nm from the front (a), from
the side (b), and from the back (c). [] denotes the cuvette and
l-0...1 the detector-array. (b) Wavelength-dependent sensitivity of the
three configurations, normalized to the rhodopsin spectrum (taken from
Fig. 4).
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the oriented fraction. Consequently there will be a response
from these "naughty" cells at lower exposures than from
their oriented counterparts, and this could lead to an over-
estimation of the sensitivity. An additional explanation
could be that the absorbance of the cell is less when the light
reaching the photoreceptor layer does not have to cross the
cell radially but at a very shallow angle, as is the case in
Chlamydomonas.
Geometrical requirements for optimal protection
of photoreceptors in oriented cells
Given the geometry of the alga and its helical path, a
successful shielding action is only guaranteed for an organ-
ism swimming away from the light when the trans-flagel-
lum dominates and the eyespot is raked in a forward/inward
direction. This was experimentally verified.
By using infrared light the helical movement of single
algae could be monitored under the microscope with a
slow-scan CCD camera, which was allowed to integrate for
several seconds. Provided the organism was staying within
the focus plane of the objective-a rarely encountered sit-
uation-the helix could be visualized as a sinusoidal pro-
jection. Several thousand of such trajectories were recorded
from oriented strain 806 cells, swimming away from a
continuous blue light. The experiment was terminated by a
flash of yellow light (reflectivity of the eyespot is best at
550 nm, see Schaller et al., 1997a), which was synchronized
with the recording of a second frame. The resulting image
was searched for reflexes of the flash, which could only be
seen when the eyespot assumed an angle halfway between
that of the incoming light on one hand and the camera on the
other hand (Fig. 8 a). Thus it was possible to determine at
which position relative to the helical period a favorable, i.e.,
reflecting orientation, of the eyespot was reached. The result
shown in Fig. 8 b supports the above proposition that the
eyespot is raked forward/inward and that the trans-flagel-
lum dominates in an organism swimming away from the light.
To determine the exact degree of shielding for the orien-
tation of the eyespot where shielding is most needed (i.e.,
when the cell is oriented) and for all other orientations, we
have carried out a "psychophysical test" on single cells, a
so-called "frequency of seeing" experiment. Frequency of
seeing experiments were first carried out by Hecht et al.
(1942) in order to determine the photon requirement of
human vision. They applied stimuli containing a known
number of average photons and determined the probability
with which the stimulus was perceived by a test person. By
increasing the stimulus brightness, stimulus-response
curves were recorded and their shape was used to determine
how many photons were required for a stimulus to become
noticeable. We have carried out similar experiments with
algal cells held with a micropipette. The cells were rotated
with respect to the incoming light in order to determine how
the photon requirement changed with orientation relative to
the stimulating light. Since our test specimen could not be
interrogated directly whether it had seen light, we used one
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FIGURE 8 (a) Geometry of the experiment for testing the orientation of
the eyespot relative to the helical path. The orienting light had a wave-
length of 480 nm (1 x 1016 photons m-2 s-') and the flash of 550 nm (1 x
1019 photons m-2). (b) Success rate for the detection of a flash reflex from
the eyespot as a function of the helical phase angle.
of its photoresponses, i.e., the stop response, which could be
identified visually. The stop response is a photophobic
reaction exhibited by Chlamydomonas at elevated light lev-
els (Schmidt and Eckert, 1976; Hegemann and Bruck,
1989). It occurs in an all-or-nothing fashion when the pri-
mary cell depolarization exceeds a critical level (Harz and
Hegemann, 1991; Harz et al., 1992), and it consists of an
undulation movement of the flagella, which is easily de-
tected under the microscope. Light titrations of this statis-
tical event (Fig. 9 a) showed an orientation-dependent sen-
sitivity. Maximum protection was achieved (Fig. 9 b) when
eyespot and light-direction formed an angle similar to the
one encountered during oriented swimming, lending further
support for the validity of the model. In agreement with
microspectrophotometric measurements (Schaller et al.,
1997a) the contrast-ratio was maximal (8-10) in the blue/
green and very low in the yellow part of the spectrum.
An extended model for phototaxis
We have shown above that a negatively phototactic alga
assumes a state of constant, minimal photon absorption
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FIGURE 9 (a) Light-titrations of the frequency of stop-responses at two
different wavelengths (504 and 541 nm). Solid lines mean that the actinic
light hit the eyespot directly (00) while dotted lines mean that the light had
to pass through the cell first before reaching the eyespot (1800). (b)
Probability of flash perception (light-sensitivity for stop-response) as a
function of the angular orientation of the eyespot. Above 1800 only a few
control data points were acquired in order to verify that the sensitivity
curve is a mirror image of the data taken below 1800. Given the delicacy
of the measurement the reproducibility of the 3600 value compared to the
00 value is remarkable. The wavelength of the actinic light was 504 nm. (c)
Probability of flash perception (light sensitivity for stop-response) as a
function of the angular orientation of the eyespot at three different wave-
lengths (464 nm, 504 nm and 541 nm). In order not to obscure the data only
average curves are displayed. The variance was comparable to the one
shown in Fig. 9 b.
probability when it is oriented parallel to the light and when
it is swimming away from the light source. In order to do so
there is only one single requirement to be met: the trans-
flagellum must beat stronger because only this warrants to
an inward/forward orientation of the eyespot. Clearly for a
naturally positively phototactic organism it must be the
other way round, i.e., the eyespot must point to the outside
of the helix and must be tilted backward. This was not
shown experimentally, but from the above it should be
obvious that the organism has no other chance to keep the
eyespot in a shielded position. Generally, in order to main-
tain a constant orientation and to avoid further direction
changes, in positive phototaxis the cis-flagellum, and in
negative phototaxis the trans-flagellum, must dominate.
Thus we predict that the discrepancy found in the literature
regarding the relative position of the eyespot (for discussion
see Kreimer, 1994) can be resolved by assuming that the
authors placing the eyespot on the outer side of the helix
(Kamiya and Witman, 1984) were observing positive pho-
totaxis while the others (Diehn, 1979; Ruffer and Nultsch,
1987) were viewing negative phototaxis.
The above model may be extended (Fig. 10) so as to
explain the switch from positive to negative phototaxis
exhibited by wild-type cells. Besides the principles outlined
above we only need the finding of Kamiya and Witman
(1984) that the internal calcium concentration regulates the
beating pattern of the two flagella in a differential way. In
darkness the resting calcium concentration is lowest and the
cis-flagellum beats stronger. The eyespot is hence outward/
backward oriented during this time, which we would like to
term "phase I." Absorption of a few photons leads to a
moderately elevated calcium level and a concomitant dom-
inance of the trans-flagellum (phase II). This causes the cell
to initiate a turn toward the light, in the course of which the
rhodopsins are transiently protected against the light with
concomitant drop in internal calcium concentration. This
may be viewed as the step-down, which is part of the Ruffer
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FIGURE 10 Hypothetical model for the switch from positive to negative
phototaxis. Shown are a hypothetical calcium binding isotherms for the two
flagella and calcium-concentration domains in which the cis- respectively
trans-flagellum is dominating.
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and Nultsch model (1991). In any case, it leads to a resump-
tion of the cis-flagellum dominance and a return to phase I.
As we have pointed out above, cis-dominance means that
the eyespot faces backward and is thus protected, hence
pursuing a path toward the light keeps the eyespot protected
and the calcium concentration remains low.
At elevated light levels the cells proceed directly from
phase I to phase III, i.e., the internal calcium concentration
rises beyond the level where the trans-flagellum dominates
up to a level where the cis-flagellum dominates again. This
is no speculation, it merely describes the observation that
for negative phototaxis a turn away from the light is re-
quired and that invariably necessitates a transient domi-
nance of the cis-flagellum. We now propose that higher
internal calcium concentrations are required for the cis-
flagellum to regain its dominance, and these are only
reached when the photoreceptors in the eyespot are exposed
to the light. As soon as the photoreceptors become protected
again, however, which occurs when cell body and eyespot
shade the photoreceptors, [Cai] returns to a lower level
where the trans-flagellum dominates again (phase II). This
then constitutes a new stable equilibrium state only when
the cells pursue a swimming path away from the light.
Before this state of stable orientation is reached the cell may
carry out one or several turns, i.e., the model predicts the
existence of a short trial and error phase in which the cells
switch between swimming toward the light or away from it;
the shorter this period is, the better the contrast. We have
previously described such oscillations between forward and
backward swimming (Uhl and Hegemann, 1990b, Fig. 4)
and we have noticed that the trial and error phase is negli-
gible when the cells are exposed to blue light (good con-
trast), but can last for several seconds in yellow light.
Using the above model, how can we envisage a (under
normal conditions) purely negatively phototactic organism
like strain 806? The easiest explanation would be that the
resting calcium concentration in strain 806 is already so
high that the trans-flagellum dominates in the dark. A
further increase in calcium can cause only one reaction, a
transient dominance of the cis-flagellum, which causes a
turn away from the light, and a return to "trans-dominating
conditions" in the dark or when the photoreceptors are
protected. Alternatively one has to assume that the calcium
sensitivity of the two flagella is increased in strain 806 such
that at resting calcium level II is already reached. Currently
we cannot distinguish between the two possibilities.
In an earlier study we have described light adaptation in
Chlamydomonas. (Uhl and Hegemann, 1990b). When strain
806 cells were light-adapted for extended periods of time,
using bright white light, they subsequently showed a tran-
sient positive phototactic behavior which decayed with a
time course of -1 min. Within the framework of our model
this implies that during light adaptation the mechanism by
which the cell pumps out calcium was accelerated. Thus,
when the adapting light was turned off, [Caj] presumably
dropped below its normal resting level, now reaching level
I, where the cis-flagella dominated. This is the requisite for
positive phototaxis. The decay of the positive phototaxis
then implies that the internal calcium concentration gradu-
ally approached its normal resting level again.
According to the above model phototactic orientation is
governed by the orientation-dependent contrast ratio of the
eyespot apparatus. In the specimen examined here contrast
appears to arise predominantly due to absorbance and only
to a minor degree due to reflexion. Moreover, the absor-
bance due to chlorophylls in the cell body appears to play a
greater role than the absorbance due to carotenoids in the
eyespot apparatus. This has been concluded before from the
fact that eyespot-less mutants can exhibit phototactic behav-
ior (Morel-Laurens and Feinleib, 1983; Sineshchekov et al.,
1989). It should be noted, however, that while a contrast
ratio of 8-10, as found for Chlamydomonas strain 806 at
500 nm and below, leads to optimal orientation, a much
smaller contrast of 1.5-2-strain 806 yields this contrast in
yellow light (Schaller and Uhl, 1997a)-still leads to some
residual orientation which is sufficient for a net directed
movement. This explains why even chlorophyll-less mu-
tants can still move phototactically (Kreimer et al., 1992;
Kreimer, 1994).
An absolutely necessary requirement for the model is a
constant position of the eyespot apparatus relative to the
beating plane of the flagella. According to Kreimer (1994),
who has studied a great variety of flagellate algae, this
appears to be the case, i.e., the eyespot apparatus is always
25-45° outside the flagellar beating plane. There are re-
ports, however, that the eyespot is not always located per-
fectly on the cell equator (Kreimer, 1994). According to our
model a precise location on the equator is optimal for an
organism that exhibits both positive and negative photo-
taxis. A dislocation toward the posterior part of the cell
increases the shading for light coming from up-front in an
oriented positive phototactic organism, whereas a disloca-
tion toward the anterior part would be counterproductive for
positive, but helpful for negative phototaxis. The fact that in
strain 806 the eyespot is in most cases in the anterior part,
seldom at the equator and even more seldom in the posterior
part (Kreimer, personal communication) is taken as further
evidence for the validity of the model. Our more physically
oriented laboratory is not prepared to test the hypothesis on
a great variety of organisms; however, we feel confident
that the principles outlined above will turn out to play an
important role in the mechanism of phototactic orientation,
not only in Chlamydomonas.
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